Reference Manual for Medical Devices 2020

We are pleased to inform the stakeholders that Indian Pharmacopoeia Commission (IPC) has published Reference Manual for Medical Devices 2020 to promote the quality and safety of medical devices used in India.

The printed version of this document can be procured by paying 4000/-INR to the office of Indian Pharmacopoeia Commission, Sector 23, Raj Nagar, Ghaziabad - 201 002 (UP).

**MODE OF PAYMENT:** (The payment can be made either through Demand Draft or NEFT/RTGS):

**Through Demand Draft (DD):**

The payment can be made through Demand Draft drawn in favour of “Indian Pharmacopoeia Commission” payable at Ghaziabad (Uttar Pradesh).

**Through NEFT/RTGS:** (The payment can be transferred to the below mentioned account):

- **A/c Holder Name:** Indian Pharmacopoeia Commission
- **ACCOUNT NO.:** 21860100013540
- **BANK NAME:** BANK OF BARODA
- **BRANCH NAME:** Sanjay Nagar, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, India
- **IFSC CODE:** BARB0SANGHA (0 → Denoting Zero)
- **SWIFT CODE:** BARBINBBGHA

**Note:** Kindly inform us at our e-mail ID: lab.ipc@gov.in and ipcpub@gmail.com before/after money transaction along with GSTIN No. (if registered), UTR No. and complete postal address for further necessary action.